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SRI LANKA TEA PRODUCTION
MAY 2021/2020 - in MT

JANUARY TO MAY 2021/2020 - in MT

(SLTB)

(Asiya Siyaka Commodities PLC)

SRI LANKA TEA EXPORTS
MAY 2021/2020 - in MT

JANUARY TO MAY 2021/2020 - in MT
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MAJOR IMPORTERS OF SRI LANKA TEA
JANUARY TO MAY 2021- in MT

JANUARY TO MAY 2020 - in MT

(SL Customs - courtesy Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)

World Tea Crop
The latest tea crop figures of some leading tea producing countries are furnished below (in million Kg).

(Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)

Summary of developments in the major producing countries June
Official figures from China indicate that overall production in 2020 has been 2,986,016 metric tons, a
quantity much larger than most had expected. Having become world’s third largest Black Tea producing
country in 2019, Black Tea production in 2020 is a staggering 404,265 mt., an annual growth of 32%.
India is expecting a reasonable second-flush crop having enjoyed useful rains during June following a
lengthy dry spell. Exporters who are battling with the high price of tea led by strong domestic demand are
also finding the Increasing cost of freight from the Asian region an additional challenge to cope with.
In Kenya, recent efforts at cataloguing some of the orthodox teas for sale at the Mombasa auction appear
to be not successful with brokers withdrawing these teas as offered prices by buyers at the auction have
been way below the market value found by sellers through private sales.
Cumulative crop up to May in Bangladesh is lower by 33% in comparison with the same period in 2019
following disappointing monthly crops during April and May.
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Weekly Auctions
Mombasa
Led by Egypt, all major buyers were active at the first sale where prices remained steady. Demand was
weak the week after where 15% of the teas were unsold. Demand was also weak for the first offering of
orthodox teas (176 mt) at the auction. At the following sale, even though all major buyers remained active,
there was a noticeable decline in price levels including for the better teas whilst orthodox teas (71 mt) did
not generate any interest. Weak demand the week after led to as much as 18% of the teas remaining
unsold and a significant lowering of price levels for all teas and the overall average was US$1.67 p/kg. At
the final sale of the month, best BP1’s and PF1’s attracted good demand but prices declined overall.

Kolkata
Demand was good at the first sale of the month where the well-made good liquoring Assams were firm to
dearer. Generally, price levels were lower the week after with a few brighter Assams firm to dearer. There
were two auctions held during the second week and there was improved demand for both Leaf and Dust
teas at the latter one. The reduced quantity on offer in the third week attracted strong demand and the
overall average price increased by 6%. This level of demand for all teas was maintained at the next sale
and prices advanced further the week after with the total average price increasing up to the equivalent of
US$ 3.52 p/kg.

Guwahathi
At the first sale of the month, there was good demand with better medium Assams firm to dearer and
buyers from the Western parts of India showing more interest. A few improved, good liquoring teas were
firm to dearer at the next sale and demand was weak for the rest. There was only fair demand for all the
teas except for the improved liquoring CTC Assams and Dust grades, which appreciated in price at the
next sale. Market eased for most teas the week after.

Kochi
Both CTC and orthodox teas did not attract much interest from buyers in the first week and there were
many withdrawals. Better CTC brokens and Fannings were dearer the week after following demand from
the CIS and the Middle East but the rest found an easier market. Price levels declined further at the next
sale where demand was selective. There were many withdrawals of both Leaf and Dust teas at the next
sale where prices declined further.

Chittagong
Majority of the teas on offer at the first sale of the month were
plainer sorts and there were many withdrawals following weak
demand. All good liquoring teas were strongly competed for at the next
sale with Dust varieties a strong feature. Market was stronger at the
next auction with brighter teas attracting a great deal of demand. This
pattern continued at the following sale where better teas were sought
after butprices were slightly easier for Dust grades.

Jakarta
There was lacklustre demand for both orthodox and CTC teas at the first two sales of the month. Good
liquoring orthodox teas was a strong feature the week after where prices declined for other orthodox teas
and all CTC teas. There was improved demand at the next sale which was not maintained the week after
where a few better liquoring orthodox teas only remained firm.

Limbe
Fair demand was seen at the first sale of the month at generally firm rates. Most teas found an easier
market at the next sale but there was improved demand the week after. Demand was weak and selective
with price levels easing the following week and the market remained just about steady at the next sale.

(International Tea Committee and Courtesy: Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)
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Forex controls extend for further six months
The Cabinet of Ministers approved further extension of orders issued under the Foreign Exchange Act to
control foreign exchange remittances outside the country.
Previously, orders were issued under Section 22 of the Foreign Exchange Act No. 12 of 2017 to suspend
external remittances related to certain transactions, taking into account the possible negative impact on the
country’s foreign reserves and foreign exchange market due to the Covid 19 epidemic.
The orders expire on July 1, 2021, and the Central Bank of Sri Lanka
said the order should be further implemented to minimize potential
risk in the foreign exchange market and maintain the stability of the
financial system.
Accordingly, the Cabinet approved the proposal presented by Prime
Minister in his capacity as the Minister of Finance to extend the orders
issued under Section 22 of the Foreign Exchange Act No. 12 of 2017
imposing certain restrictions/prohibitions on foreign exchange
remittances, for a period of further 06 months from 2nd July 2021. The
relevant Gazette notice was issued on 2nd July 2021.
(DFT)

Key reforms give renewed hope to Kenya's small-scale tea farmers
Smallholder tea farmers in southwestern Kenya are finally getting recognition after the government recently
revised laws governing the subsector. They are now getting better returns for their crops, having a say in
who represents them and are being paid on time for what is the country's primary export.
The reforms put in place three months ago have created measures meant to cushion the farmers against
exploitation. What’s key is the change of the electoral systems of farmers' representatives, otherwise known
as directors, as well as the replacement of marketing rules covering tea.
"The government intervened because the industry was on its death bed -- in fact, some had even threatened
to uproot their tea crop," an industry expert has said. The farmers need to follow up on their own regulations
to ensure they have management that will improve their situation.
"Many factories had not conducted their annual general meetings, and that's why the government wanted to
provide an environment where the farmers who are the owners of the tea can elect their own directors," says
experts. "The new directors are now taking control fully; we shall support them so that this sector can be
revived," he adds.
"The former directors were representing their interests. But this time, things are different," says a newly
elected Director.
In Kenya, small-scale tea farming accounts for more than 65 percent of the country's total tea production,
with the other portion produced by multinational companies.

One of the problems tea farmers encountered was the lag in payment
by the Kenya Tea Development Authority (KTDA), according to a
new representative. "After the sales at the tea auction, the money was
kept for almost two months before they paid farmers, which was taking too
long," he says.
Payment is now immediate after the crop is sold, a welcome change.
(Africa News)
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KTDA on Nairobi Exchange
Kenya Tea Development Agency Holdings has received a green light for future listing at the Nairobi
Securities Exchange, as the new shareholding structure takes shape.
This follows the allotment of shares to individual farmers in one of the latest changes at the agency,
granting farmers more control.
At a Special General Meeting in April this year, shareholders resolved to amend the company's Articles of
Association granting farmer’s direct shareholding.
This has seen five million bonus shares by the 54 tea factory companies extended to farmers – which
before the resolution were KTDA's sole corporate shareholders.
The restructuring has made KTDA one of Kenya's largest companies by shareholding with over 620,000
individual and institutional shareholders.
This will see it join the likes of Sasini Tea Company, Kapchorua Tea, Limuru Tea Company, and
Williamson Tea Kenya which are listed at the bourse, trading under the agricultural segment.
Previously, farmers owned the organization 100 per cent through their 54 tea factory factories whose zonal
representatives formed the KTDA Holdings Board at the national level.
Under the new structure, the tea factory companies will remain corporate shareholders owning 23 million
shares and will now jointly and directly own the company with the farmers who now own the five million
shares.
The direct shareholding allows farmers to have a seat at the KTDA Holdings Board, with their
representative from each of the 12 zones holding the position for a three-year nonrenewable term.
It gives the farmers more control over their assets, currently worth more than Sh36 billion. Recently, there
has been talks of KTDA Holdings assets being sold or possessed by persons outside KTDA, which is not
now possible without the direct approval of the over 620,000 shareholders of the company.

“These new changes mean that KTDA shareholders can, in the
future if they so wish, approve listing shares on the NSE allowing
the company to raise additional funds for development
expenditure, as opposed to its current framework where funds are
raised through internal mechanisms,” the company said in a
statement yesterday. It will be regulated by the Capital Markets
Authority.
In the new setup, the sale of any assets whose value exceeds one percent of the total value of KTDA
Holdings PLC net value will have to be approved by the shareholders including farmers.
Trading or sale of the shares will be locked for the next ten years to protect the farmers from short term
speculators.
Farmers will now derive dividends directly, being earnings from KTDA Holdings and its subsidiaries, in
addition to earning dividends through their factories.
In the last five years, farmers have earned more than Sh2.7 billion in dividends through their factories.
(The Star News)
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Stakeholders want Cost of Operations Reduced
A section of stakeholders in Kenya has proposed an increase of exploitation of machinery in the tea sector
so as to reduce cost of operations.
Farmers among other stakeholders in the tea sector noted that cost of operations has been too high leaving
farmers to get meager earnings.
In the forum that was organized by the Tea Prices Stabilization Taskforce, those present argued that
machines can be utilized instead of using human labour, especially in picking tea.
High cost in picking of tea, the farmers said, has occasioned poor earnings thus forcing small scale tea
farmers to abandon the cash crop.
Chairman of the taskforce, observed that 58 per cent of the total expenses in the sector is consumed
through human labour.
He noted that the taskforce is engaging relevant stakeholders to explore ways in getting better prices of tea
as well as ensuring farmers earn maximally from their produce.
“One of major issues the farmers have raised is high expenses in the sector which has occasioned
dwindling of earnings. The use of machines in picking tea has been proposed to cut the cost as a big
percentage of earnings goes to pay for human labour,” noted chairman.
The taskforce is also working out to streamline the tea value chain to ensure prices of the processed tea is
improved.
He observed that in the tea auctioning process, appropriate changes need to be done so as to ensure
Kenyan tea fetches better prices.
“The way auction is being done in Mombasa needs to be
checked and appropriate changes be implemented so as to get
buyers who will offer best prices for our tea,” he added.
The former Planning Principal Secretary, further said, they are
working out to promote tea consumption in the country, saying a big
percentage of the tea produced in the country is exported.

“Kenyans need to embrace our tea. Value addition and branding of the best quality of Kenyan tea will also
attract more consumers as we increase returns. Our aim is to see tea farmers are no longer exploited and
they benefit fully from their produce.”
Meanwhile, the newly elected factory directors who attended the meeting said they are in office legally
accusing former directors who are trying to stop them from accessing offices.
Implementation of tea reforms 2020 have faced hurdles after KTDA moved to court, terming sections of
proposed tea regulations illegal.
(Kenya News)
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Farmers oppose plucking machines
Tea farmers in Meru county in Kenya have opposed the introduction of plucking machines, saying the
gadgets will affect the quality of green leaf and lead to reduced earnings. A section of small scale farmers
said plucking of tea using machines will reduce their earnings since the leaf would not be of the required
standard and would thus rob them of the quality they have enjoyed for decades.
Payment to each factory for made tea sold at the Mombasa auction is based on quality, with those that
produce top grades earning premium prices. Currently, there are several companies that have descended
in the region, carrying out demonstrations on farms on how to use the plucking machines.
“The machine is cost effective since one gadget does the work of about 20 people but for the small scale
farmers, they will be to our disadvantage,” a supplier said. However, the farmers with small farms where
they work with their immediate families will be hardest hit because with low volumes and lower quality,
their earnings will be meager.
“Estate farmers are the ones who will use the machines but
we deliver leaf to the same factory which will affect our
earnings,” grower added. Tea pickers have also been
gripped by panic following reports that the gadgets are on the
way. Some workers have come to Meru area after the
machines were introduced in Kericho.
However, some of them are upbeat, saying they plan to buy their
own machines and take the competition “head on”.

“We will not take it lying down. We have organised ourselves in a group and plan to buy one the moment
they are introduced,” said John Kinoti, one of the tea pickers.
He said in a group of six, they would work in shifts since after plucking; there is also a need to sort the
leaves at the collection centre.
(Nation Media)

Assam celebrates International Tea Day with special auction
The first International Tea Day special auction conducted on a digital platform in eastern Assam’s Jorhat,
considered the tea capital of the region, fetched record prices.
More than 93% of the total tea on offers from at least a dozen niche tea gardens in eastern Assam were
sold to buyers from Assam, Delhi Gujarat, Rajasthan and West Bengal, the auctioneers said.
The auction at the Jorhat tea e-marketplace was conducted on June 21, exactly a month after the best
leaves were plucked to mark International Tea Day on May 21, by m-junction services limited, India’s
largest business-to-business e-commerce firm.
Orthodox tea from Pabhojan Tea Estate was sold at ₹4,000 ( USD 53/ ) per kg while specialty green tea
from Diroibam Tea Estate and CTC tea from Hookhmol Tea Estate fetched ₹1,000 ( USD 13/ ) per kg and
₹510 ( USD 7/ ) per kg , record prices in their respective categories.
The other tea gardens that participated included Lankashi,
Aideobari Premium, Muktabari, Rungliting Tea Estate,
Narayanpur Panbarry, Durgapur, Tirual, Arin, Kathonibari and
Friends Tea.
“With shorter cycle time, teas sold on the m-junction platform are
the freshest. We are pleased to have bagged Hookhmol,” said
one of the directors of Tea World that purchased the CTC tea at
the record price.

“Tea estate companies are the only private sector enterprises that has survived in Assam for two centuries
despite all hostilities. Assam tea estates have survived the nationalization bid, extreme regulation, Land
Ceiling Act and agitations of all kinds since 1947, but right now we are facing unprecedented challenges,”
Bhaskar Hazarika, the director of Real Assam Tea Industries that supplied the Hookhmol CTC said.
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“The average price of tea in the primary market (auctions) has not increased from 2012 to 2019. Tea prices
remain very low for the most part because all kinds of teas are blended and sold as cheap commodity in
the secondary (retail) market,” he said, adding that the digital platform has enabled small retailers sell best
quality Assam tea in its true form and not as a cheap blend.
(The Hindu)

Assam supports orthodox tea production
The Assam government recently rolled out an incentive scheme to boost production of orthodox and
specialty tea, which have high demand in overseas markets and can help planters fetch better prices.
Launching the Assam Tea Industries Special Incentive Scheme (ATISIS), Chief Minister highlighted his
government's plans for land reforms of tea estates and enhancing social security network of workers by
gradually taking over the existing health and educational institutions of gardens.
"The primary idea behind this scheme is to establish a balance between the production of CTC tea and
orthodox variety. Orthodox tea has good demand in overseas markets. If we can increase the production,
we can expand our market share," he said.
Orthodox and specialty tea currently account for about 11 per cent of the state's annual production, and the
rest is of CTC variety.
"The cost of production of orthodox tea is higher and hence, help is needed. For this purpose, we have
implemented this scheme," he said.
Under the ATISIS, the state government will provide interest subvention of three per cent per annum on
working capital loan and subsidy of Rs 7 per kg for production of orthodox and specialty varieties.
Moreover, a 25 per cent subsidy for the purchase of new machinery for the production of orthodox and
specialty tea would be given.
The agricultural income tax holiday for three years has also been included in the scheme, which was
approved by the previous BJP-led state government in October last year.
The chief minister said the incentive program will entail an expenditure of Rs 300 crore per annum, and
urged the tea companies to start filing for reimbursement immediately so that the first payments can be
made by August.
He also announced that Rs 50 crore would be spent for campaign and publicity for Assam tea in overseas
markets and mooted an idea of appointing an international brand ambassador.
The chief minister also said the state government plans to take reform measures for the maximum use of
land in tea gardens and will amend existing laws to widen the scope of using such a resource.
To enhance the social security network of the tea garden population, he said plans are afoot to gradually
take over the existing health and educational institutions of estates.

(Indian Express)
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Indian Tea Exports down by 16% in 2020/2021
In the financial year of April 2020 – March 2021 period, India has exported 202.01 million kg of tea
compared to 241.34 million kg during April 2019 -March 2020 period reflecting a drop of 39.33 million kg or
16 percent. Despite the unit FOB price has gone up from USD 3.19 per kg in 2019/ 2020 to USD 3.49 per
kg , the total tea export earnings have come down from USD 768.93 million in 2019/ 2020 to USD 704.36
million in 2020/ 2021 financial year. The COVID 19 related issues and drop in tea crop are cited as the
main reasons for decline in tea exports.
The leading importers of Indian tea during the two periods are given below. (In MKG)

(India Tea Board)

Tanzania tea production to hit 40 MKG
Tanzania expects tea production to rise by over 40% to 40,000 tonnes in the 2020/21 season, boosted by
good weather conditions.
This was revealed by the Tea Board of Tanzania (TBT) who indicated that the rise will be an improvement
from the previous season’s 28,000 tonnes which was 20% short of the period’s target of 38,000 tonnes.
The 2019/20 tea production was also a decline from 2018/19’s 37,000 tonnes which had surpassed its
target of 35,000 tonnes of tea.
Tea being one of the country’s main cash crops, Tanzania targets to harvest 60,000,000kg by 2024/25.
In a bid to meet this ambitious target, the board has set out a myriad of strategies including reviving
abandoned old farms, expand existing tea plantations, for example, in Njombe and also to increase
seedlings production for new plantations.
TTB Director-General also highlighted that the board has been encouraging smallholder farmers to join
cooperative unions and currently about 95 per cent of them had joined associations.

“We have been working with various stakeholders, including
Tanzania Fertilizer Regulatory Authority (TFRA) to ensure that
smallholder farmers get access to affordable fertilisers to boost
production,” he added.
Tea production in Tanzania is currently produced in an area
measuring 23,805.55 hectares, where 40% i.e., 11,500 hectares is
held by smallholder farmers while large scale farmers manage the
remaining 12,300 hectares.
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The leading tea producing regions in the country include Iringa, Mbeya and Njombe harvesting
approximately 70 per cent of the country’s total output. Others are Tanga, Kagera and Mara regions.
Meanwhile, the country’s coffee production in the 2020/2021 harvest season is expected to hit a record
70,000 tonnes, up from 59,000 tons in 2019/2020, according to the Tanzania Coffee Board (TCB).
(Tanzania Agri News)

Tanzania to launch Tea Auction this year
The long awaited auction for tea, one of the country's traditional export crops, is set for a takeoff.
Launching of the facility later this year is among the strategies underway to boost the production of tea for
the export market.
This was announced in Dodoma recently by the deputy minister for Agriculture Hussein Bashe during his
meeting with the private sector stakeholders.
"The process will be fast-tracked", he said, noting that tea auctions will go hand in hand with construction
of the laboratories and storage facilities.
The planned facility and other measures being taken will motivate smallholder tea growers in improving
productivity, he said.
Its construction and subsequent launch, he added, would cut down the cost of transporting fresh tea from
Tanzania to an auction in Mombasa, Kenya.
Mr. Bashe said besides reducing the transport costs, a tea auction within the country would enable
Tanzania to have a say on tea price in the world market.
"With our laboratories, we will also be assured of the quality of our products in the global market.
"Now we have little control on the grading of our tea leaves because that is done by the auctions outside
the country", he said.
The chairperson of Tanzania Private Sector Foundation (TPSF) said the body fully supports the
government in the initiative.
"We are ready to buy the laboratory equipment. That would improve the grading of our tea", she pointed
out.
Tea Board head said the new tea auction will be managed by
TMX via an online system, whereby buyers from all over the
world will be able to participate.
He added that the government decided to open the auction
in Dar es Salaam in order to stimulate economic growth
and empower smallholder tea growers.

Statistics from the board indicate that Tanzania sold through the Mombasa auction an estimated 5,000 to
8,000 tonnes of tea per year.
Currently more than 32,000 smallholders’ farmers are engaged in the sub-sector whereby on average
40,000 to 60,000 people are employed in farms and factories.
However, there are over two million people being farmers, processors, exporters and researchers who
are engaged in the tea value chain.
(Tanzania News)
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Vietnam Tea exports up
According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Vietnam’s tea exports in the first two
months of 2021 reached US$29 million, up 11.1 percent from the same period last year. However,
according to economists, the country’s tea exports will not do as well this year, both because the Covid-19
pandemic remains unpredictable and tea production in India and Kenya has increased due to favorable
weather conditions.
Vietnam has shipped 17,000 MT of tea in the first two months, down
1.6 percent in volume compared to first two months of 2020 but the
value of exports was up by 11.1 percent. In January, Vietnam tea
exports to Pakistan –its biggest importer rose by 0.9 percent in
volume and 8.9 percent in value. Last year Vietnam exported
135,000 MT of tea and earned USD 217 million, down 1.8 percent in
volume and 7.8 percent in value compared to 2019.

Director of the The He Moi Company Limited, producer of the Cozy tea brand, said labor cost keeps
growing, while product price is only US$1.5-3 per kilo, which barely covers production cost. Along with
promoting development of clean growing areas, it is necessary to focus on development of processed
products, he said. “We have imported machines to produce matcha tea and sold our products to
confectionery and beverage companies. Therefore, although the export volume decreased, the export
value has improved considerably, and export of finished products makes up 70-80 percent of the
company’s revenue. We are thinking of procuring machinery to extract substances from tea for sale to
cosmetic and pharmaceutical companies,” he said.
The Department for Agricultural Products Processing and Market Development under the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development advises beverage businesses to focus on development of healthy
products, especially fruit, gluten-free and organic products. Nielsen Research Vietnam, on consumer
trends has shown that 65 percent of consumers are willing to spend more on healthy products.
(Vietnam News)

US Organic food sales up
The Organic Trade Association (OTA) reports that US sales of organic food and beverages set a record in
2020, growing by 12.4% to $62 billion. The total includes organic food, which grew by 12.8% to $56.4
billion. Import values for green tea also spiked, increasing 28% compared to 2019. Organic certified foods
now account for almost 6% of total US food sales.
The pandemic caused consumer dollars to shift almost overnight from restaurants and carry-out to
groceries, with traditional staples and pantry and freezer items flying off the shelves, according to OTA, “the
only thing that constrained growth in the organic food sector was supply.
“Across all the organic categories, growth was limited by supply, causing producers, distributors, retailers
and brands to wonder where numbers would have peaked if supply could have been met!” said OTA
director of education and insights.
In 2020 the declared value of organic green tea shipped in
packages of less than three kilos spiked 40% to $24.5 million. The
declared value for organic green shipped in bulk increased 21%
compared to 2019. The declared value of all categories of green
tea, when combined, rose 28%, according to USDA, FAS data.
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Organic green tea volume increased by 11% to 2.1 million kilos. Sales of organic black tea in teabags grew
19% to 879,100 kilos.
Grocers benefited overall during the pandemic as food sales in restaurants declined. In almost every
organic food aisle, demand jumped by near-record levels, according to OTA.
Organic’s reputation of being better for you and the planet positioned it for dramatic growth, according to the
association. OTA’s annual survey, conducted January through March 2021, confirms the trend toward
premium offerings and more practical comfort. Sales of frozen and canned fruits and vegetables grew by
28%. Fresh organic produce sales rose by nearly 11% $18.2 billion.
Pantry stocking was overwhelmingly the main growth driver in 2020. As bread making and cookie baking
took kitchens across the country by storm, sales of organic flours and baked goods grew by 30%.
“Good, healthy food has never been more important, and consumers have increasingly sought out the
Organic label," said CEO and Executive Director, OTA. "Organic purchases have skyrocketed as shoppers
choose high-quality organic to feed and nourish their families.
“We’ve seen a great many changes during the pandemic, and some of them are here to stay,” he said.
“What’s come out of [Covid-19] is a renewed awareness of the importance of maintaining our health, and
the important role of nutritious food. For more and more consumers, that means organic. We’ll be eating in
restaurants again, but many of us will also be eating and cooking more at home. We’ll see more organic
everywhere – in the stores and on our plates.”
Organic food sales are not expected to continue at 2020’s fast rate but it’s anticipated that the grocery
channel will get a lasting lift from the pandemic for the foreseeable future as many consumers continue to
cook more at home.
(STiR Magazine)

Seven healthy tea trends that are to stay in South Africa
When it comes to tea, many consumers are looking for something that offers them functional benefits.
Health is increasingly a priority and benefits such as immunity, relaxation and sleep, and heart health
because of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Here’s a look at key tea trends that are happening right now. Whether these current tea trends were
spurred on by the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic, or an overall movement toward wanting to be
healthier, these will be a delight to any tea lover.

1. Rooting for Health
The health benefits of ginger are widely known, and fresh ginger has often been brewed with tea to boost
the health benefits.
However, with the cost of ginger rising, many are turning to ginger flavoured teas to add the fresh aroma
and flavour of ginger to their favourite hot beverage.

2. More South Africans go Green
As one of the fastest growing teas on the South African market at the moment, green tea is enjoying its time
in the sun.
“Green tea is made from the same plant as regular tea, but it is unfermented allowing it to retain a lot of its
natural benefits”.
“As a result, Green tea is high in antioxidants which help to protect your cells.”
Green tea is also increasingly being used as a base for iced teas and smoothies to boost their health
benefits.
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3. Tea-infused cocktails and mock-tails
With South Africans staying home more, many are experimenting with home-made cocktails or mock-tails
using a range of different flavours and ingredients.
An ingredient that is growing in popularity as a base for cocktails and mock-tails both locally and abroad is
the naturally-sweet Rooibos.
“We love experimenting with rooibos because it gives any drink an added depth of flavour and boosts the
health benefits”.

4. Calming Chamomile
Although not technically a tea but rather a herbal tincture, chamomile is seeing rising popularity thanks to its
inherent ability to aid sleep and relaxation.
Marketing experts note that, “chamomile and rooibos are a great combo because they are both caffeine
free and naturally soothing beverages – making them the perfect choice when you want to wind down at any
time of the day or night”.

5. The Spice of Life
They say variety is the spice of life and many South Africans agree when it comes to tea.
South Africans are increasingly experimenting with flavours, herbs and spices when it comes to tea to
supplement the existing health benefits.
Traditionally prepared according to Indian custom, spice teas (or chais) are becoming increasingly popular,
for their rich warming flavours and aromas and the underlying benefits offered by the blend of spices used to
prepare them.
While these five trends by no means, represent all that is going on in our tea industry, it is a good start to
understand where our industry is headed, in terms of the customer.

6. Ingredients in Tea
In addition to the classic ingredients for herbal tea such as chamomile, lavender or ginger, more and more
traditionally used and in western countries less familiar plants are appearing on the market.
Turmeric, typically used as spice in the Asian and Indian cuisine, is becoming increasingly important for
drinks and especially tea.
It is said to be antioxidative and immune system supporting, as well as
good for digestion.

In combination with ginger, such tea is popular against colds and stomach aches.
Similar to turmeric, holy basil also derives from India and is the most
widely used medicinal herb in herbal teas there.

7. Dessert Tea
One of the most prominent tea trends of recent times, dessert teas are ideal for consumers looking to
indulge their sweet tooth but still being healthy.
Advanced bio-tech dessert teas utilise natural botanics and flavours to replicate popular dessert flavours
such as chocolate, vanilla, and even more complex fare such as tiramisu and red velvet cupcakes.
A popular choice in cafés across the globe as well as in the pantries of wellness-minded consumers, dessert
teas work as an excellent replacement for those with high blood sugar, diabetes, or who are simply looking
to stay on track while still enjoying sweets.
Herbs like cinnamon and ginger are blended with notes of citrus, chocolate, and fruit to create these
zero-guilt treats.
(Africa Food News)
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Rooibos become first African food to get GI from EU
The European Commission has approved the registration of Rooibos/Red Bush in the EU’s quality scheme,
granting the South African product the protected designation of origin (PDO).
Rooibos thus beat two other African products also aiming for GI status in the EU – Cameroon’s Penja
pepper and Morocco’s Argan oil.
The application was filed in August 2018 by the South African Rooibos Council (SARC), an industry
organization that gathers those involved in processing, packing, branding and exporting rooibos tea and
representing 80% of the volume and value of the annual production and sales of rooibos.
Tea lovers from all across the world have come to value the fruity and sweet taste of rooibos tea, whose
leaves are still today dried and fermented in the region of production, the Western Cape Province and the
Northern Cape Province.
GIs are designed to protect the names of specific products to promote their unique characteristics, linked to
their geographical origin as well as to the know-how embedded in the region.
European citizens can find these products on their supermarket shelves dedicated to specific labels for local
food specialties such as PDO (protected designation of origin) and PGI (protected geographical indication).
These product names are included in the EU system of intellectual property rights, legally protecting them
against imitation and misuse.
A recent European Commission study that collected economic data from 3,207 GI protected products from
across the EU found that GIs represent a sales value of €74.76 billion.

GIs represent a success story that Europe wants to promote
and export globally and particularly in Africa, playing a key role in
improving agriculture relations between the two continents ahead
of the sixth meeting with the African Union in 2021.
The EU will support concrete actions for the development of
intellectual property when it comes to African foodstuffs, including the
direct registration as a GI in the EU of Penja pepper from
Cameroon, which would be the first sub-Saharan GI approved in
the EU and the first African one not originating in South Africa.
The African Union (AU) has requested the support of UN food agency FAO to establish a continental
strategy for GIs, a call that was picked up by other global institutions including the European Commission,
the French Agency for Development (AFD) and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).
The strategy for GIs in Africa was finally endorsed in October 2017, receiving the immediate support of the
EU which considers GIs as part of the intellectual property rights protocol of the African Continental Free
Trade Area (AfCFTA), a major AU flagship project to which the EU has committed to providing full support.
The Commission has recently announced an important revision of the legislative framework for GIs for all
agricultural sectors, with the exception of wines and spirits, which will maintain their current specificities.
The Commission’s new attempt to strengthen, modernize, streamline and better enforce GIs for agri-food
products is part of a broader intellectual property (IP) action plan, intended to support the EU’s recovery and
resilience.
But this revision is also expected to boost GIs’ potential in contributing to the EU’s new food policy, the
Farm to Fork strategy (F2F).

The study on the EU’s quality policy, published on 2 March, set out to verify whether GIs – which are
supposed to protect producers from counterfeits, ensure fair competition and respect intellectual property
rights – are really effective.
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“Overall, the objectives of the EU GI/TSG regulation are being met,” the study confirmed, noting that the
systems are efficient and relevant and that “no major inconsistencies were identified”.
In terms of effectiveness, the study found that “the legal framework allows for fair competition for farmers
and producers involved in the GI/GTS value chain,” and that GIs are “an important asset of rural territories”
as well as “an important tool to promote regional identity and gastronomic heritage, especially in countries
with a long history of GI protection”.
The added value of the EU in the process is also mentioned in the study.
“Without the EU framework, the GI/TSG scheme might not exist in each [member state] and might not be
homogeneous in the [member states] where it is established,” the study pointed out.
Having a review of procedures at the EU level is also ensuring consistency, the report added, while warning
that “we see great differences in procedures” between member states.
As of 1 January, EU countries counted no fewer than 3,286 geographical indications (GIs) and traditional
specialties guaranteed (TSGs) protected in the EU. Almost a quarter of the GIs and TSGs – 734 – come
from France, which is second only to Italy.
(EU News)

Global plans for China Tea Chain
Investors could not get enough bubble tea as fruit, bubble, and cream-cheese tea chain Nayuki debuted
with a US$656 million offering on the Hong Kong stock exchange. The HK$5 billion Initial Public Offering
(IPO) was 190 times oversubscribed. Filings document the lucrative potential based on sustained
consumer demand for bubble tea not only in China, but globally. The chain currently operates 560 locations
(including stores in Hong Kong and Japan) with plans for US expansion that were put on hold due to the
pandemic.
The Shenzhen-based company, founded by husband wife team opened a single shop in 2014 quickly
followed by two more after testing the market pioneered by cross-town rival Hey Tea, a privately held
company estimated to also be worth several billion.
Nayuki differentiated their product by using premium quality fruit in their blends and introducing a new
flavor weekly. Nayuki’s mainland China locations in densely populated tier 1 cities offer popular bakery
items, including coffee and stacks for office workers.
The company intends to open 300 more locations in China in 2021 and 350 in 2022. International locations
include Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore.
In its IPO filing, Nayuki reported daily revenue per store averaged RMB20,200 (US$3,125.00) last year
compared to an average of RMB27,700 in 2019. Profit margins fell from 21% to 13.5% due to Covid-19
lockdowns that temporarily closed 500 locations but returned to 17.3% for the second half of 2020 on
revenue of $445 million. Online orders continue to outnumber in-person orders in most locations with
delivery to offices replacing individual visits. Sales increased 25% despite a bad year, according to the
prospectus.
The IPO debuted before a planned IPO by Hey Tea, a larger closely held venture with more than 500
Chinese locations that has also established a foothold in the US. Euro-monitor estimates Hey Tea holds
8.8% share of China’s tea and coffee shop market. Starbucks holds 36.4% share overall, but warned in its
November annual report that “Entry of new competitors to the specialty coffee market in China” presents a
significant risk to profits there. China is the second largest market for Starbucks globally. In China, tea
shops outnumber coffee shops by 4:1.
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Consumer Tea Trends in China
In early 2020 Nayuki released a Chinese language white paper on consumer trends, researched by 36Kr, a
publicly traded database and market research venture.
The report found that monthly consumption of milk tea reached a high in 2019. Consumer surveys revealed
“that 83% of drinkers purchase 5-14 cups of freshly brewed tea every month, and 72% of customers spent
RMB200 ($29) on their monthly tea fix," according to the 2019 New-Style Tea Drinks Consumption report.
Females are the core patrons across all age groups, accounting
for more than 70% of purchases, followed by post-90s males (ages
21-30). Customers prefer cold-brewed tea served with fruit,
topped with cheese, and sold with a soft "euro-bake" pastry.
At Nayuki, fruit teas are the most popular drink, ordered by 83% of
customers, followed by milk tea (65%). A consumer survey in
January 2020 for the first time showed sales of non-sweetened
products outselling calorie-rich cheese tea. Cheese is the topping
favored by 75.4% of customers.
(STiR Magazine)

China’s Afternoon Tea
Prospects for China’s afternoon tea market look promising, with young women aged between 18 and 24
continuing to be the main consumer group, according to a recent report released by Chinese e-commerce
giant Alibaba Group’s local life service company.
With demand for afternoon tea exceeding supply, the market continues to grow, the report said. Citing data
from Eleme, Alibaba’s flagship takeaway-order app, the report showed that the number of afternoon tea
business owners in March 2021 increased by 33 percent year on year, while the market saw the highest
net profit growth of 57 percent.
Geographically, afternoon tea orders in new first-tier cities and second-tier cities accounted for 52.5
percent of the total nationwide, while the orders grew at an average rate of 35 percent in cities below due
to soaring demand.
Customers are also paying more for afternoon tea. The average
transaction value increased from 28.9 yuan (about $4.52) between July
and September 2019 to 30.8 yuan in the same period in 2020.
The top seven choices for afternoon tea are bubble tea, juice, fried
chicken, coffee, desserts, braised food, cakes and pastry, and fruits. Out
of all of these options, bubble tea was the favorite of most consumers.

In terms of customers’ most popular combinations, bubble tea and juice pair well with desserts, while
cakes and pastry are suited to coffee, and braised food lovers prefer to try it with fruits.
(China Daily)
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ALDI Tea Bags
There's big changes being made to Aldi's own tea bags but it's all good news for customers as it won't
affect the taste.
Instead the discount supermarket is making moves to become more environmentally friendly.
The store is to switch the oil-based plastic sealing of the tea bags to biodegradable materials, following a
number of trials, meaning all tea bags will be 100% biodegradable.
In addition, Aldi is also removing the outer plastic packaging of its own-brand tea products.
Together, the two moves will remove approximately 1.4bn pieces of single use plastic - preventing the
equivalent of 80 tonnes of single-use plastic from going to landfill each year.
Richard Gorman, Plastics and Packaging Director at Aldi UK, said:
“By the end of this year, all of our own-brand tea bags will be
biodegradable and contain no plastic whatsoever.
“The changes we’ve made to our tea range will help us reduce our
environmental impact and offer our customers even more
environmentally-sustainable options when they shop at Aldi.”
Last year, Aldi pledged to halve the volume of plastic packaging it uses by 2025. This will see it remove
74,000 tonnes of plastic packaging from products over the next four years.
The supermarket, which has been carbon-neutral since January 2019, is also on track to have all
own-label products recyclable, reusable or compostable by 2022, and branded products sold at Aldi by
2025.
(Gazette –UK)

Oil Prices remains firm
Brent oil advanced above $70 a barrel after the OPEC+ alliance forecast a tightening global market ahead
of a production policy meeting.
Futures in London rose as much as 1.5% after posting a second straight monthly gain. The oil glut built up
during the pandemic has almost gone and stockpiles will slide rapidly in the second half of the year,
according to an assessment of the market from an OPEC+ committee. The coalition is expected to ratify a
scheduled output increase for July when it meets later in June.
A robust recovery in the U.S. and Europe has given OPEC+
the confidence that markets can absorb additional barrels,
despite the prospect of more supply from Iran should a nuclear
deal be revived, and a Covid-19 comeback in Asia, most
notably India. OPEC’s Joint Technical Committee forecast
stockpiles will fall by at least 2 million barrels a day from
September through December.
“There’s some confidence right now improving demand should be able to absorb what could be an
additional 2 million barrels a day from Iran, if it materializes,” said an economist at Oversea-Chinese
Banking Corp. “Demand from the U.S. has been driving the global consumption recovery.”
Market fundamentals are strong and oil prices could climb to $80 a barrel by the middle of the third quarter
in the absence of Iranian supplies, the chairman of industry consultant FGE, told Bloomberg Television.
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Iran’s comeback “will occur in an orderly and transparent fashion,” causing no upset to the stability that
other OPEC+ nations have toiled to achieve, OPEC Secretary-General said at a recent meeting. However,
Iranian Oil Minister has told reporters in Tehran that the nation could bring back crude output rapidly.
“The market has clearly tightened up, the strategy that OPEC has played out here is working,” a strategist at
UBS AG Wealth Management, said in a Bloomberg Television interview. “We expect that crude oil prices
will be at least trading as high as $75 as we go into the start of next year.”
Asian refiners, meanwhile, are grappling with what’s expected to be a brief period of weak profits amid the
demand-sapping virus resurgence. Complex refining margins in Singapore, a proxy for the region, have
slumped since the end of April, but accelerating vaccination rates are expected to aid demand.
The rising oil production in the forecast is largely a result of the OPEC+ decision to raise production. The
expectation is rising production will end the persistent global oil inventory draws that have occurred for
much of the past year and lead to relatively balanced global oil markets in the second half of 2021 (2H21).
The Brent prices will remain near current levels in 3Q21, averaging $68/b. However, in 2022, the continuing
growth in production from OPEC+ and accelerating growth in U.S. tight oil production—along with other
supply growth—will outpace decelerating growth in global oil consumption and contribute to declining oil
prices. Based on these factors, the Brent to average $60/b in 2022.
(Global oil/EIA)

Turkey hikes FX reserve requirements
Turkey's central bank said it would hike required reserve ratios on foreign currency deposits and took steps
to bolster lira held in the banking system, in an effort to stem near-record high forex held by Turks.
The bank said the revisions, effective July 19, aimed to improve the effectiveness of its monetary policy and
help lower inflation, which has been hovering near 17% in part due to Turkish lira weakness.
To boost local currency deposits, the central bank said it would offer higher remuneration rates on lira
required reserves. Some forex deposits converted to lira will also be exempt from reserve requirement
liabilities.
"But the move from foreign currency deposits to lira is not up to the banks but the depositors. It is important
to change the decision of depositors, which can be done with (building) confidence in the lira, stability and a
strong yield position," a financial expert said.
Turks have flocked to hard currencies in recent years as a hedge against double-digit inflation and an ailing
lira, which has lost around 14% this year after shedding 20% in 2020.
The forex and precious metals held by locals reached a record high
above $236 billion in January but have eased slightly, standing at
$226 billion as of June 18.
The required reserves revisions would lead to an increase of
Turkish lira and forex-denominated required reserves by 13.2 billion
lira ($1.52 billion) and $2.7 billion, respectively, the bank said.
The remuneration rate for lira required reserves would be increased depending on the ratio of forex deposits
to total deposits, as well as the ratio of lira deposits converted from forex to the total amount of forex
deposits on June 25.
The required reserve ratio on foreign currency deposits of up to a year were hiked to 21% from 19%, while
those on deposits with a maturity of one year or more were raised to 15% from 13%, the Official Gazette
showed.
A facility that allowed holding 20% of Turkish lira reserve requirements in foreign currencies will be lowered
to 10% until the calculation date of September 17 and lifted fully after that, the Official Gazette also showed.
(Reuters)
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Iraq Central Bank warns against speculation of Dinar
The Parliamentary Finance Committee has warned the Central Bank of the Iraqi of a possibility of dinar
collapsing against the US dollar.
A Committee member told Shafaq News Agency, "There are fears of the collapse of the Iraqi currency in
the coming period due to the continued government confusion and the lack of control over the dinar
exchange rate against the US dollar."
"Losing control of the exchange rate may lead to the collapse
of the currency in the coming period," noting, "the
government, the Ministry of Finance and the Central
Bank are required to impose appropriate measures and
control the market and maintain the exchange rate to
avoid the collapse of the Iraqi currency."

The Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) has confirmed its commitment to a stable foreign exchange rate for the Iraqi
dinar. According to a statement from the bank, "the dollar exchange rate is fixed and there are no intentions
to change."
It added that the rate chosen at the end of 2020 was "based on in-depth studies of the requirements of the
economic and financial situation and the objectives of monetary policy."
The CBI also cautioned that "statements related to the exchange rate are promoted for speculators to
benefit from."
(Iraq Business News)

Lebanon Financial Crisis
Lebanon's national currency plunged to a new record low on the black market against the dollar at the end
of June, as an ongoing economic crisis continues to wipe out savings and raise living costs, unleashing
widespread protest.
The Lebanese pound has been pegged to the dollar at 1,507 since 1997, but the country's worst economic
crisis in decades has seen its unofficial value plummet on the black market.
Money changers told the AFP news agency that the pound was trading at 17,100 to 17,500 to the dollar on
the black market, while some social media users said it had fallen as low as 18,000.

It is at least the second time in the month of June the pound has
hit a new low against the US dollar. Since the economic crisis
began in 2019, the pound has lost 90% of its value against
the dollar.
Lebanon's financial collapse began in 2019, but the build-up
began much earlier. Following the 1975-1990 civil war,
successive governments piled up debt, the equivalent of 150% of
national output.
Political instability, corruption and mismanagement saw little return on the borrowed cash, except for a
largenumber of skyscrapers built in downtown Beirut.
Rather than rein in spending, politicians continued to splurge and corruption was rife. The government also
failed to deliver reforms causing foreign donors to hold back billions of dollars in aid they had pledged.
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Then in 2019, youth-driven mass protests erupted against Lebanon's political elite. They demanded
wholesale change in government.
Following this, foreign exchange inflows dried up and dollars exited Lebanon. Banks no longer had enough
dollars to pay depositors queuing outside, so they shut their doors.
Compounding problems, an explosion in August 2020 at Beirut port killed around 200 people and caused
billions of dollars of damage.
(DW)

Ocean Freight Market Update
Asia - North America (Transpacific Eastbound)
I.
Rate increases continue as demand far outstrips available capacity. While carriers have deployed
all of their fleets, including extra-loaders and smaller vessels, port congestion and disruptions continue to
cause bottlenecks and headaches for all parties involved in the supply chain. Meanwhile, moving rates on
nearly all TPEB lanes remain at premium levels. Despite carriers’ efforts to increase capacity and keep
cargo and assets moving, severe port and intermodal congestion continue to increase backlogs, slow
transit time, and limit routings the carriers are able to service.
II.
Rates July 1st GRI expected
III.
Space Critical
IV.
Capacity/Equipment Critical / severe under capacity
V.
Recommendation Book at least 4-6 weeks in advance of CRD and book on premium services.

Asia - Europe (Far East Westbound)
I.
Space and equipment crunch continues. Market demand exceeds supply and rates skyrocket.
There are more blank sailings coming up in June/July and no improvement in equipment status. Carriers
have a sizable backlog and are not able to accommodate their booking intake. Even with Yantian
scheduled to reopen June 24, congestion there has caused further disruption. Omissions and diversions
to alternative ports further aggravate the situation.
II.
Rates Significant increase on June 15th and rates will go up further moving into July
III.
Space Extremely tight space situation
IV.
Capacity/Equipment Severe equipment shortage across all Asia origins
V.
Recommendation Book at least 4-5 week prior CRD. Consider the limited premium options.
Adopt flexibility on equipment substitution.

Europe - North America (TAWB)
I.
Void sailings and port omissions continue. The ongoing port congestion and the ensuing vessel
delays force carriers to adjust their official schedules in an effort to put vessels back in place.
II.
Rates New PSS / GRI have been announced for July, backed by strong vessel utilization and
high-volume forecasts.
III.
Space Critical, there is high demand on all services.
IV.
Capacity/Equipment Equipment and space are guaranteed only with Premium rates. Expect
equipment availability to worsen in the coming months as the ripple effect of the Yantian–service disruption
unfolds.
V.
Recommendation Book 5 or more weeks prior to CRD. Request Premium service for cargo that
needs higher reliability.
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India - North America
I.
Surge of exports beginning to flow to ports. As the ISC region continues to recover from their most
recent wave of Covid infection, the region's manufacturing sector is coming back to life. This increase in
cargo for export has caused additional strain on the available ocean capacity.
II.
Rates expected to increase in 1H July
III.
Space Tight to USWC and Canada
IV.
Capacity/Equipment shortages easing. South India still a challenge. Feeder vessel space is tight for
routes utilizing transshipment ports.
V.
Recommendation Use premiums on urgent shipments and shipments with CRD approaching.

North America - Asia
I.
Vessel delays and void sailings continue to shrink capacity. The US West Coast still bears the brunt
of this lost capacity. Reacting to congestion a number of ocean carriers have adjusted the frequency of
their Oakland and Seattle port calls. Carriers prioritizing moving their empties back compounds the
situation.
II.
Rates BAF levels will increase for July 1. GRI advisories are mostly limited to reefer shipments at
this time.
III.
Space Tight from the US East and West Coast. A new service launching in the US Gulf will
increase its capacity a good deal. The port of Yantian closure may impact feeder networks for Southeast
Asia destinations.
IV.
Capacity/Equipment Capacity tight from the US East and West Coast. Equipment and Chassis tight
at most ports and all ramps.
V.
Recommendation Book 4+ weeks out.

North America - Europe
I.
US and Europe port congestion diminish available capacity. Ocean carriers implement numerous
port omissions to make up vessel schedules, causing a new set of backlogs.
II.
Rates Steady, but with a July 1 BAF change, rate levels are seeing an uptick.
III.
Space Very tight from the US West Coast. The US East Coast is being managed more tightly by a
few ocean carriers due to lost space from vessel delays.
IV.
Capacity/Equipment Containers at US EC ports are available but certain rail ramps are tight.
Chassis very tight at both ports and rail ramps.
V.
Recommendation Recommend 4+ weeks lead time on bookings from the US East Coast and 5 to
6+ weeks if possible for the US West Coast.
(Flexport)

